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Abstract: In most of the existing information retrieval systems are follows the keyword searching methods
which are inefficient in various aspects. We have proposed a novel approach that provides intelligent
information  retrieval in a semantic web based ontology. Using the concept of  ontology the relevant
information is indexed and is  processed  in such a way to provide the advantage of abundant semantics and
the standard concepts. In a traditional information retrieval system based on keyword but our approach is the
domain specific ontology improves it to the knowledge based and lies on semantic matching. We have
integrated the concepts of semantic based information retrieval, knowledge of domain ontology, distributed
query processing and load distribution.
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INTRODUCTION

The recent trends of research can be extended its
view on the Information Retrieval Systems (IRS) because
of the growth of digital contents in the various domains
such as research articles, music etc., which brought to
light the need for novel approaches and more efficient
techniques to improve the accuracy and performance.
These  information  may be stored locally or accessed
remotely using web. To maintain digital libraries and
research and development for data centres includes
processing, dissemination, storage, search and analysis
of all types of digital information.

To represent the semantic meaning for the domain
specific contents ontologies can be used. Ontology
provides general knowledge base for valuable information
which can be used to build a semantic knowledge base for
underlined domain. In this paper we propose a novel
approach to measure the semantic relations between the
digital documents. This knowledge base is based on Fig. 1: Concept based IR model
linguistic properties and it is combined with our metric to
create a measure of semantic relatedness. The geographical information with ontology of place

Stefan et al. said that ontology development and can be described using semantic distance measures for
agreeing the given taxonomy is very difficult. Moreover, use in geographically-referenced information retrieval
taxonomies may change according to different [2].There are several searching and retrieval process, a
perspectives of the same person [1]. Ontology can make novel and promising approach is concept-based search
it easier this model and is implemented on the Web. [3-5].
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Fig. 2: Distributed hash tables would improve retrieval quality extremely and would be

Thinn Mya Mya Swe proposed an Ontology-based relation in traditional retrieval technology. A query
model for IR [6] shown in the figure 1. This approach has enrichment approach also used contextually enriched
the following limitations. Ontologies [10].

Knowing how the documents are written is taken off Boolean Retrieval Model: Most of the internet search
the user and hence the user can focus on searching engines are based on the Boolean Retrieval Model (BRM)
on a conceptual level instead. [11, 12]. It is simple to design and implement but still, has
Finding good concepts. a number of well documented shortcomings. This model

The Saturn architecture [7] provides the order-
preservation in DHT-based data networks. It can support To search the Internet in order to satisfy a specific
efficient range query processing and achieves a fair information need is that the results are either too
access load distribution [8] by detecting overloaded peers narrow or too broad.
and randomly distributing their access load among peers
in the system by replicating their popular data items, all Fuzzy Conceptual Model used for intelligent
while maintaining the order preserving data placement. information and knowledge retrieval through conceptual

Decentralized distributed system provides a table matching of both text and images [13]. It’s constructed on
called loop-up table for accessing the contents. Figure 2 the fuzzy ontology or terms related to the context of
shows a distributed hash table (DHT).DHT contains the search or query to resolve the ambiguity.
items, which are in the form of (key, value) pairs and any
client who is requesting can efficiently retrieve the Ontology-Based  Augmented  Approach:  It’s an
information associated with a given key through the ontology-based system provided quick access to
remote web services, where range queries can be documents  and  information. Taxonomies  are  created
efficiently processed in-terms of applying load balancing from the concepts can be used for the document retrieval
and fault-tolerance [9]. system. This approach can be implemented with the

In our proposed approach we have integrated the following steps as shown in the figure 3[14].
concept  semantic  web,  domain  ontology  and  DHT.
The paper has been organized as follows in section I we
discuss the functions of the IRS model. Section II, gives
an overview of various existing approaches or systems.
We then propose an IRS model in Section III with the
various modules and components etc. Section IV
discusses the results and conclusion of the proposed
model. Finally, in Section V, concludes and provides
future enhancement of our approach.

Literature Review: The review of the various approaches
has been analyzed and their merits and demerits are
considered to be accepted or rectified in our novel
approach. Fig. 3: Ontology-Based Augmented Model

Concept Based IIRS: Concept based Intelligent
Information Retrieval System (IIRS) provides the solution
to following problems [6].

The problem of poor retrieval quality in digital library.
The advantage and correlative application of the
ontology in digital library’s semantics retrieval.

This model uses semantics retrieval technology

the preferred method to solving the lack of semantic

identifies a problem.
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Concept Extraction The concepts of the proposed approach are defined
Ontology Definition in the form of ontologies. This ontology based system
Indexing provides the faster access to the IR. Each and every
Retrieval concept is associated with an ontology maintaining the

Proposed Model: The concepts which are used in the process for the system makes the difference between the
most of the IR systems are relying on the textual keyword ontologies like application ontologies, domain ontologies,
processing and indexing. These approaches facing the generic ontologies and representation ontologies [21].
providing accurate and complete results when user We have developed an ontology called bOWL for
providing the different keywords to describe the same our approach which includes the following definitions.
concepts in the documents and the queries. This can be
rectified by associating the semantic meaning to the Definition of classes in the ontology can be
keywords. interpreted as sets

In our proposed approach the indexed documents are Classes in a taxonomic (subclass-super class)
located in different systems or servers can be identified hierarchy,
by the query processing models. When Bags of Words Defining the slots for the sets.
(BOW) representations more complex and the keywords Assigning the values for slots for instances and their
becomes more noiser then the vocabulary problem occurs roles described in UML. 
[15].

There are two types  of  problems can be referred to To extract semantic relations between multi-word
us synonymy and polysemy. Synonymy problem can be terms as well as relations between multi-word terms and
solved by expanding the original query with synonyms of single-word terms from the user’s request collection.
query keywords [16]. Verbs are hypothesized to indicate semantic relations

Research    Challenges    in    IIRS:   The  existing There are two aspects associated with a semantic
concept based IR methods are deals with the three relation a namely Concept, Relation thus has a lexical
parameters which leads to various research challenges in realization in text in the form of (Noun1, Verb, Noun2),
this field. where Noun1and Noun2 are noun terms in text and

Concept representation:   It’s   based   on  the Noun1 is the subject of Verb and Noun2 is the object of
explicit  concepts  rather  than  human  perception Verb.
[17]. We have used  protégé  tool to create the ontology
Mapping method: This mechanism is based on NLP for our implementation [22]. Load balancing and range
and  machine  learning.  The  accuracy of the results queries are done in DHT. It also provides the distribution
of this method is very less [18]. and fault tolerance. The following figure 4 shows the
Use in IR: In this approach concept has to be used proposed architecture and its components to process the
through-out the process [19]. user requests.

relationships and composition [20]. Conceptualization

between concepts.

concepts in the ontology, V erb is the verb term in text,

Fig. 4: Ontology-Based IIR Model
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The approach uses the web-service module to
achieve the results. The list of web-services implemented
in this module is give below

GetBooks, GetBooksCount 
GetRecentBooks, GetUsers 
ds_IMAGE, Dssnew 
insert_ds, insert_image

Procedure for IIRS: User requests are accepted from the
client module of the IIR tool. This can be passed through Fig. 5: Results of theIIR tool
the stemming module which provides the search key in
the  appropriate  format  to query processing module.
Then the query can be processed by using the following
steps.

Search query
Convert the multiword query into a request vector
Processing Request vector takes the following sub
process available in the form of web services.

Each and every elements of the vector passed as an
argument to the web services which are available in Fig. 6: Simulated Query Results
different web servers
Web  services  process  the   give  vector  elements
in-order to get the contents from the servers
The contents are associated with the ontology are
identified and the corresponding documents are
returned as a response to the client.

To improve the efficiency of the system we have
used the cache and the load balancing mechanism.

Algorithm IIRsearch (input Q [ ], Output Dataset
DS)
{ // Pre-process the server by indexing
 // Process the cache query output Fig. 7: Similar query Results
Process the query Q into Q { q  } where j=0...nj

for each q in Q [ ] The above figure 5 shows the results. The search
{ if q ?? D-Domain then pop(q, Q[ ] )else select the process may dealt with various sub operations like
designated server S stemming, pattern matching (PM) and Natural Languagei

populate the inference values from the server S  (q ) Querying (NLQ), keyword indexing, conceptual indexing,i j

 // Where q is a sub query j= 1....n category based indexing.
 accumulate ( r  ? S ) //where r is a Dataset}} Table 1 shows  the  performance ratio dataset and iti i

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION been represented in the following two graphs.

We have used this  approach   to develop a web which are satisfied when compare to the existing models.
based tool to search the e-books. The tool consists of The figure 6 shows the aggregated results of the various
various features for normal and advanced search. queries  and  their response timings.  The  performance of

is produced by IIRSearch module of our model and it’s

The simultaed results of our model gives the output
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Table 1: Performance Ratio Data set

Query Response Time in ms Response Time in ms Performance Ratio Result

C 56.0032 1229.0703 21.95 Excellent

c# 13.0007 35.002 2.69 Excellent

c++ 13.0008 46.0027 3.54 Excellent

Advanced c 12.0007 45.0026 3.75 Excellent

Java progr..g 5.0003 1585.0907 317 Excellent

Verbal 13.0008 1492.0854 114.77 Excellent

Java 14.0008 50.0028 3.57 Excellent

Asp 4.0002 1058.0605 264.5 Excellent

the normal search and advanced search produces the 4. Qiu, Y. and H.P. Frei, 1993. Concept based query
great results when different queries are processed in an expansion. Proceedings of the 16th annual
asynchronous manner. The following figure 7 shows the international  ACM   SIGIR   conference on
results of the same query processed in a synchronous Research   and   development   in  information
manner. retrieval. ACM Press, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

When we analyze the graphs it is very clear that the USA, pp: 160-169.
response time of the model varies depends upon the 5. Chang, Y., I. Ounis and M. Kim, 2006. Query
queries namely complex and simple. reformulation using automatically generated query

CONCLUSION Processing and Management, 42(2): 453-468.

IR systems are recent trends of developing area retrieval within digital library using domain ontology,
which follows the various models in order to reduce the Computer  Science   &    Information   Technology
cost and time for a search process. This tool provides a (CS & IT), 2: 363-373.
wide range of additional power search features and our 7. Theoni Pitoura, 2012. Saturn: Range Queries, Load
results shows that this model will be the cost effective Balancing and Fault  Tolerance  in DHT Data
and less time consuming one. We have tested this model Systems, IEEE Transactions on knowledge and data
with e-book dataset and is limited to designated domain engineering, 24: 7.
search only; these will not suite to search music based 8. Pitoura, T. and P. Triantafillou, 2007. Load
contents. In our future work we have planned to enhance Distribution Fairness in P2P Data Management
this model into web based model for bio-medical abstracts Systems, Proceedings IEEE 23rd Int’l Conf. Data
integration that would be useful for the research Eng., pp: 396-405.
community. 9. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_hash_table
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